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I was supposed to hop this bar with 
Big Dog, but that Whim thing 

happened again.  Got out of work at 

5:45 or so and my bar-dar was pinging off the hook.  I'll tell ya, once you 
get into this Hopping stuff, it just grabs a hold of ya.  You need to get to a 

new bar, chalk up another one, get a fresh kill.  So, when you hear that 
ping, you snap to it as if you were hypnotized.   

 
There was no urgency, really; it was Day 39 and this would be Hop 43, so 

the schedule was not an issue.  (Ha.  Schedule.  Whims do not mix with 
shhhhhhhedules.)  I was just plain itchy, 

so I scratched. 
 

The main reason for hopping The 
Boathouse with Big Dog would be that 

he has a connection out here.  His ex-
wife runs the snowboard rentals 

concession here.  Or was it 

paddleboards?  Must be paddleboards.  
Paddleboards are used on the water,  

and this is a marina.  I don't remember what snowboards are used on. 
 

So, yeah, it would've been more social to hop it with the Dog, but so it 
goes.  I didn't see her, or any paddleboards, anywhere anyway.  Or 

snowboards. 
 

I'm gonna fess up to a Stupid here.  I actually came here to do the Coco 
Mallo Hop on Sunday afternoon, but failed.  I'd love to blame the failure on 

someone or something else -- who doesn't love to deflect blame?? -- but it 
was all my own dumbass fault.  The whim hit late in the afternoon, and 

weather radar showed ugliness and bile approaching from the east.  There 
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looked be about a 45-minute window of hop-portunity, so I decided to bike it 

up to the Boathouse, quaff my quencher, and roll back home before the sky 
fell.   

 
I loaded up pockets and waistband with iPad, wallet, keys, phone and 

earphones, then realized how stupid that all was since I had my trusty Army 
surplus canvas shoulder bag that I bought for exactly that purpose -- so I 

would not have to stuff my pockets full of all that crap.   
 

I unloaded the pockets and loaded up the bag.  Much better for riding.  I 
readied the bike, checked the radar again, little of this, little of that, then 

hurried onto the bike and did my Tour de Flagler up to the eastern end of 
the island.   

 
This was my first time venturing into the Coconut Mallory property, but logic 

dictated that a boathouse and marina would be at water's edge (Sherlock 

Hops strikes again), so I kept riding that way.  Sure enough, there it was!  I 
locked my trusty steed to the fence 

and decided to take the outside photos 
before going in for the beer.  I reached 

to my back for the iPad -- it wasn't 
there.  Shit!  Oh well, the camera in 

the phone would do -- but it wasn't in 
my pocket.  WTF?  Duhh, douche, 

because you put it in the bag ... and 
then forgot to bring the damn bag!   

 
I had to laugh at myself, though -- 

sometimes you're just stupid -- and 
started to go in to get my beer.  I 

could always come back to snap some 

photos another day.  I was at the door 
when I realized that the fucking wallet 

was in the forgotten bag too.  I 
couldn't even get my beer. Dayumm. 

Stupid shit!  That's what you get for 
carrying a fucking purse, dude. 

 
It would be a fitting end to the story if 

I got caught in the mother of all deluges on the ride home, but that's not 
what happened.  I could fictionalize it and make up some flash-of-lightning-

roar-of-thunder adventure, but then I couldn't market this in the non-fiction 
genre.   
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So, anywaaaaay, today the hop would happen.  Armed with all my hopping 

accessories -- money, camera, and thirst -- I returned to Coco Mallo.   
 

The Boathouse is a big, empty, garage-type of structure.  Stands to reason, 
given that it was built to hold boats.  So, when I walked in, my first thought 

was, Man, this place could hold a lot of people!  It wasn't holding a lot of 
people -- in fact, it was empty except for the three dudes at the end of the 

bar -- but there was 
space aplenty.  And it 

seemed even more 
spacious because of the 

wide-open front facing the 
docks.   

 
There were some plateau 

tables on the support 

beams down the center of 
the room, with tall stools 

or bar seats around 
them.  Spaced across the 

floor were a half-dozen or 
so roped-edged, wooden 

spool tables with four 
green plastic chairs each. 

 
It was shady cool in here.  That's different than air-conditioned cool.  And 

this was the kind of shade that never sees the sun, not just some part-time 
afternoon shadow.  Maybe a glint of sunrise swirls around in here just to 

chase away the nighttime phantoms, but the rest of the day, it is a classic 
outa-the-sun hangout.  It's like a cavern, and most caverns don't get hot. 

 

And there are games of skill and chance -- yours for the playing!  Billiards on 
a red table, video golf, real darts (not the shitty plastic kind), hide-n-seek, 

tag-- all the favorites.  When was the last time you played a good game of 
tag, hmmm?  Tag, you're freaking IT, mofo! 

 
But I was not here for tables, games, or shade.  I sought beer.  Colder the 

better (up to a point; a beercicle would not do).  I pulled up a chair at the 
bar.  Not a damn thing fancy about the bar.  Just functional, comfortable 

enough, and clean -- in a not-shiny-cuz-it-be-old-but-clean-enough kinda 
way.   
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The high, curved-slat-backed, wooden stool had about a quarter-inch of 

padding on the seat.  In its prime, it was probably a half-inch.  No worries, 
though; I'm past my prime too, but my padding is thicker now, not thinner. 

 
The barkeep was a fit-looking, grey buzzcut dude in a plain, dark grey t-

shirt.  Not a damn thing fancy about him either.  But he was amiable and he 
brought me one frosssty mug o' Gling.  It looked like it had been in a 

snowbank.  Annnnd, he told me that it was Happy Hour, that magical time 
when the world is just a better place.   

 
I left my beer and bag on the bar and did my pic-taking walkaround.  The 

other three customers here didn't give a shit, but I did my best to keep them 
out of shot anyway.   

 
I sat back down and took another swig or two 

when I realized that the music system was 

playing rap music.  WTF?  It's a good bet that 
I was the youngest person there -- one of the 

three on the corner might have had me by a 
few years -- so we just did not seem like a rap 

audience.  I'm willing to bet that they almost 
never get a rap audience in this barn.    

 
I was thinking that they just had on some 

Pandora reggae station that strayed a tad too 
far down the branch, but then it shifted to 

70's Rock on the very next song.  Even the 
barkeep thought that was a bit too much of a 

jump, and turned it down so we could all both 
see and hear Pardon The Interruption.   That did make me wonder, though, 

why he waited till the rap song was over to do that. 

 
My cold Yingle went down smoothly and quickly.  Momentum was there for 

the taking.  Had the deal been "2-4-1" instead of simply "half-price," I'm 
sure I would have stayed.  As it was, I had already gotten my deal.   

 
You could definitely argue that it would have been twice the deal with a 

second beer.  And thrice the deal with a third.  (But it would have to end 
there since I can't think of an --ice word meaning four times.)   Those 

thoughts did cross my mind, but I still had an after-work Fort Zack swim to 
do, so responsibility, as always, won out. 

 
Ha. Right. 
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